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VISION

Democratize high-performance computing by making it 
accessible to the masses

Provide a sequential, write-once-run-everywhere 
programming model for machines of various scales

Achieve speed-of-light performance and good scalability
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STRATEGY

Build Legion libraries that implement the APIs of popular Python libraries

1. Translate library API calls to Legion task launches

2. Implement Legion tasks using accelerated domain libraries

Legion

Legate 
NumPy

Legate Core

FlexFlowLegate 
Pandas

Drop-In Replacement APIs

cuBLAS cuTENSOR cuDF NCCL cuML
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DEVELOPMENT TIMELINE

Feb

Legate NumPy started

Legate NumPy presented at SC’19 with early access

Legate Pandas started

Legate libraries gone public at GTC’21

2018 2019 20212020

Nov Jan Apr
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LEGATE PANDAS

Implements the Pandas API

Supported features:

Join, groupby reduction, sorting

Arithmetic, cumulative, reduction operators

CSV and Parquet file formats

Queries with user defined predicates (via Numba)

String and dictionary types

An accelerated and distributed dataframe library

Python binding layer

Legion

Legate Core

Legate 
Pandas

cuDF NCCL

Accelerated dataframe kernels All-to-all communication
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WEAK SCALING PERFORMANCE

Join microbenchmark (300M rows/GPU)

Machine: DGX SuperPOD with A100-80GB GPUs

Same level of performance as hand-written MPI code
2.4X faster than the best Dask+cuDF code

import legate.numpy as np
import legate.pandas as pd

size = num_rows_per_gpu * num_gpus

key_l = np.arange(size)
val_l = np.random.randn(size)
lhs = pd.DataFrame({ "key": key_l, ”val": val_l })

key_r = key_l // 3 * 3 # selectivity: 0.33
payload_r = np.random.randn(size)
rhs = pd.DataFrame({ "key": key_r, ”val": val_r })

out = lhs.merge(rhs, on="key")

vs.

~1700 LOC

https://github.com/nv-legate/legate.pandas/blob/master/benchmarks/micro/merge.py
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WEAK SCALING PERFORMANCE

Mortgage data example

Machine: DGX SuperPOD with A100-80GB GPUs

2.7X faster than Dask+cuDF
(~5X faster on computation tasks)

https://github.com/nv-legate/legate.pandas/blob/master/benchmarks/mortgage/mortgage.py
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LEGATE DATA INTERFACE

Facilitate data exchange between Legate libraries

Returns region fields for a given domain data abstraction,

With metadata about data layout

“Arrow-like interface for Legate libraries”

Introspection and reconstruction for partitions

Find a partition of a particular shape for a given region

Use the shape information to recreate the partition

import legate.numpy as np
import legate.pandas as pd

a1 = np.random.randn(N)
sr = pd.Series(a1)
a2 = np.asarray(sr)

Aliases to the same region field
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Expand feature sets for Legate NumPy and Pandas

Encourage you to try these out and give us comments/feature requests/bug reports/etc.

Legate Core: From a thin binding layer to a rich foundation for all Legate libraries

Take over resource management and partitioning from client libraries

Allow client libraries (including their mappers) to be written with high-level data and task abstractions

Need your help on the Legate library development!

Legate data interface for FlexFlow

Performance runs on Perlmutter

Runtime optimizations: JIT compilation (Numba), operator fusion, etc.




